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Hair and Body Shampoo
Deeply cleans deeply, strengthens and revitalizes hair. Prevents
dandruﬀ. It protects the scalp owing to the pH level suitable for the
skin. Also, it has a pleasant smell and soft formula.

Bath Shower
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Shower Gel
Foaming shower gel with pleasant-smell.
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Moisturizing Liquid Hand Soap
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Rukabac
Colorless Odorless Liquid Hand Washing Product
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Rukal n Blue

FALCON

A liquid hand-washing product used to provide hand hygiene in
enterprises where food safety is important. Provides eﬀective,
permanent and hygienic cleaning thanks to its special formula. It is
colorless and odorless. Contains skin protective substances, prevents
the hands from being open to contamination by drying out and cracking.
It is suitable for skin pH. Used with liquid soap dispensers.

A liquid hand cleaner that leaves a permanent and pleasant smell
with its special perfume. Suitable for cleaning and hygiene of the
hands in daily use. It does not dry the skin with its moisturizing
feature. Provides hygienic cleaning by preventing crosscontamination of personnel, customers, and visitors in hotels,
hospitals, restaurants, industrial establishments, shopping malls.
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r Superior cleaning power
r Does not damage surfaces
r Does not stain
r Pleasant-smelling
r Biodegradability feature in
nature

Rukal n Wh te
Moisturizing Liquid Hand Soap
A liquid hand cleaner that leaves a permanent and pleasant smell
with its special perfume. Suitable for cleaning and hygiene of the
hands in daily use. It does not dry the skin with its moisturizing
feature. Provides hygienic cleaning by preventing crosscontamination of personnel, customers, and visitors in hotels,
hospitals, restaurants, industrial establishments, shopping malls.

Rukatech
Heavy Industry Hand Cleaning Cream
Easily removes from the skin the solid-liquid oil, tar, and all
heavy and sticky impurities encountered in industrial
areas. Thanks to the lanolin it contains, it protects the
skin.
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Rukades

Alcohol Based Disinfectant for Hand and Sk n
An alcohol-based, anhydrous, soap-free hand disinfectant used
in all areas where the hands need to be disinfected. With its
lasting special perfume and the extra moisturizers in its content, it
does not irritate hands even during intensive use.

1000 L

200 L

20 L

All products are oﬀered w th a variety of packaging styles
(Please see the price list or product page.)

5L

A foamy hygienic hand soap that is used instead of conventional
liquid soaps. Gives softness to the skin with its creamy and nondeﬂating foam. It can be safely used on sensitive skin thanks to its
5.5 pH, formulation without alkali substance, and hypoallergenic
features. It is 10 times more economical than liquid soap.

1L

Foam Soap
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Ruka Foam

